Usefulness of fine needle aspiration cytology in the diagnosis of loco-regional recurrence of differentiated thyroid carcinoma.
The aim of our study was to define the usefulness of fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) in the assessment of loco-regional recurrence of differentiated thyroid carcinoma (DTC). Among 1182 consecutive patients treated and followed for DTC from 1992 to 2001, we retrospectively analysed 65 FNAC results of patients presenting a suspicion of loco-regional recurrence. Recurrences were proved at histology in 35 cases and by cervical radioiodine uptake on post-therapeutic WBS (whole body scan) in nine cases. Among the 44 recurrences, FNAC results were malignant, benign and unsatisfactory in 33, two and nine cases, respectively. For the diagnosis of malignancy, FNAC sensitivity was 94%, specificity 100%, positive predictive value 100% and negative predictive value 87%. In the 35 cases where divergent results between diagnostic WBS (37-111MBq (131)I) and Tg level were observed, FNAC assessed the final status in 22 cases (malignant and benign in 17 and five cases, respectively). Of the 12 non-functioning and non-secreting lesions, FNAC diagnosed malignancy in four of the five malignant cases and ruled out malignancy in all seven benign lesions. These results outline the interest of FNAC in the assessment of loco-regional recurrences of DTC, especially when classical follow-up tools such as WBS and/or Tg level are unable to detect the recurrences.